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Abstract—Technology development has proved crucial in
analyzing and processing the volume of scientific information
that is generated today. Governments are developing scientific
and technical information systems that, beyond a database, are a
real tool for supporting research management and decisionmaking in the field of science and technology policy. For the
development of higher education in Morocco, the ministry has
focused on projects for the management and development of
university research. For this purpose, Abdelmalek Essaadi
University developed an efficient application dedicated to the
management of collaborative extranet called SIMarech
(Moroccan Information System of Scientific Research), in order
to support, organize and structure all academic activities. It will
enable all university stakeholders to use a digital workspace
specific to their roles, to access and share information, and
interact and engage in national scientific research. This article
presents an overview of research management systems and the
design and development of SIMarech, which is designed as a tool
for monitoring research conducted by a university or other
institutions.

better investments in science in order to evaluate the
performance of research and to establish a solid policy for the
development of scientific research [3]. To this end, Moroccan
universities have decided to adopt the digital application called
SIMarech set up by Abdelmalek Essaadi University, which
aims to develop an information system initiative whose
ultimate goal is to support researchers and enhance their
scientific activities. The incorporation of SIMarech into
Moroccan universities has contributed to a significant increase
in the number of active researchers, the quantity of research
projects in progress, the external and internal funds obtained
and the number of publications in indexed journals. SIMarech
can be defined as a set of people, processes and equipment
designed, built, operated and maintained to collect, record,
process, store, retrieve and display information about the
activities and results produced by the researchers in their
development centers or in collaboration with other national or
international institutions.

Keywords-SIMarech platform; web information
management of research; university scientific research

Global research management has benefited greatly from the
development of research management systems that reflect the
research results generated in universities and research centers,
organizations, institutions, etc. The development or
improvement of a research information system requires a
comparative study of similar existing systems and as well as
taking into account remarks from researchers or users of the
system.

I.

system;

INTRODUCTION

Governments want high-level universities because the
modern economy is based on scientific research and highly
skilled human capital. Each university must have a clear and
evidence-based understanding of the institution's research
performance in relation to its objectives and mission [1]. Since
research is a central function, the university must evaluate its
research performance, something that will help the decision
making about which research areas to support or build [2]. It
will also help university leaders to understand the institution's
position in relation to global and national standards of research
production. For a good piloting of scientific research, an
information system becomes a mandatory condition to manage
www.etasr.com

II.

GLOBAL RESEARCH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

A. Research Management Systems in Latin America
Table I shows an overview, the advantages and the
disadvantages of the respected systems (SGI, SICyTAR).
B. Research Management Systems in Europe
The same applies in Table II regarding the European
research management systems (SICA, GRAAL, IRIS).
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TABLE I.
Systems

Overview

SGI (Chile)

Developed in 2001 at
the University of Talca
to support the academic
activities of their
researchers [4].

SICyTAR
(Argentina)

SICyTAR was
established in 2002, in
order to facilitate and
unify the access to
information on
scientists, technicians
and their jobs [11].

SICA
(Spain)

GRAAL
(France)

IRIS (Italy)

Advantages
- Includes a range of information services for the exclusive use of
specific users of university researchers,
- Aims to have a set of indicators and related statistics of available
research capabilities,
- Stays informed in the results of academic research,
- Exchange knowledge at national and international level,
- Allows visitors to the SGI platform to view the researchers' CV [4-6].

- Limited to the management of
university research.
- Limited to the management of
research projects and indexed
publications. [4]

- Keeps a unified CVar register constantly updated [9].
- Produces through the InfoSICYTAR service of the platform detailed
statistical information to develop indicators and evaluate science and
technology policies, for exclusive use by the institutions of National
System of Science, Technology and Innovation [10]
- Provides the BUSCAR tool for networking among researchers, as well
as government and commercial sectors accessible to all visitors [7].

- There is not an identifier to
distinguish the user from the system,
- It is accessible to everyone, a
researcher or other from any country
can create an account and provide
false information, something that
makes the statistics information
withheld questionable [8].

Overview
SICA was born as a research project
in 2001, through a cooperation
agreement between the Ministry of
Education and Culture of the
Government of Andalusia and the
University of Granada to meet the
specific needs of the organizations
of Operational management to
promote research and technological
development in Spain [13, 15].
GRAAL is a software program
launched in 2000 by the
Interuniversity Computing Center of
Grenoble. Its management was then
entrusted to a group of scientific
interest (GlS) bringing together the
public partners concerned [16].
Adopted in 2015 by the University
of L'Aquila in Italy, it is a platform
of data management on research
activities, was designed to meet the
needs of academic institutions and
research. It is now installed in seven
establishments outside Italy [17].

Advantages
- Assists management in general and those responsible for science
policy especially in decision-making,
- Provides updated information from individual researcher programs,
flexible mechanisms for management and maintenance on an ongoing
basis,
- Establishes an authorized knowledge base with standardized criteria
in the evaluation and quality of the results of the scientific activity,
- Encourages the transfer of results between different types of
information [13, 15].

Cons
Accessible to everyone, all
people (researchers or
other) have the
opportunity to create an
account and enrich the
SICA database with
information which may be
wrong [12, 13]. The
evaluation of research by
this system is imprecise.

- Presents and manages in a coherent way the research units within the
university including the personnel and their scientific activities,
- Manages the monitoring of financial means and international
activities within the university [16].

Limited just to the
research management of
university research units
[16].

- IRIS aims to collect, manage and store the results of the scientific
research of the University,
- Professors, researchers, the fellows of research, specialization and
PhD students, as well as administrative staff members can access the
platform using their credentials to catalog their published research,
- IRIS aims to control the results of research and to improve the
visibility of the University's production,
- Has five different modules integrated through standard protocols and
interfaces,
- One of the main components of IRIS is DSpace-CRIS, an open source
solution that can also be used as a standalone system [17, 19].

Does not allow managing
and evaluating of research
activities of each unit
independently of the other
[20] .

SIMARECH

The Moroccan information system of scientific research
(SIMarech) aims to collect, manage and store research
(research, professional, educational and international activities)
www.etasr.com

Cons

EUROPEAN RESEARCH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

C. The Globally Recognized Research Information
Management System (RIMS)
RIMS project is an initiative funded by DST and powered
by InfoEd. Authors in [21, 22] described RIMS as a potential
new category of services for libraries. RIMS is an integrated
online system for managing grants and the administration of
ethics in research projects and research activities. It provides
researchers, administrative and executive staff with a single
point of reference for these aspects of research projects [22,
24]. The software is used by more than 600 academic, medical
and scientific institutions around the world [21, 22, 24, 25].
III.
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TABLE II.
Systems
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at national level. Its modular nature and flexibility of its data
model facilitate the processing, organizing and transmission of
information in accordance with international standards. The
development team has worked to develop a scalable and
customizable application that aligns with local, national and
international research policies, and recognizes the autonomy of
universities in terms of governance of the scientific research
[25]. SIMarech has taken into consideration the advantages and
disadvantages of the previously presented systems.
A. General
SIMarech was created at Abdelmalek Essaadi University in
2008 to help develop the research potential by highlighting the
scientific production and know-how of researchers. SIMarech
can also be used as an assessment tool and could help decision
making. Initially, the system was structured to include a range
of services for the exclusive use of specific users based on their
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proofile, with resppect to prograams, projects, events
e
and prooducts
ressulting from the researchh activities ddeveloped. A
At the
strrategic level thhe system aim
ms to have a seet of indicatorrs and
rellated statisticss of available research cappabilities. SIM
Marech
hass been designeed to meet the specific needss of universitiees and
Mooroccan manaagement bodiees, aims to prresent in a cohherent
waay the instituttions and the research unitss of the univeersity,
inccluding the personnel and thheir scientific activities (Figgure 1)
andd the monitooring of finanncial resources and internaational
acttivities [26]. S
SIMarech provvides a descripption of the exxisting
situuation and a needs study ffor better optiimization of human
h
andd material ressources. It alsso allows a qquantitative naational
evaaluation of ressearch that woould provide objective
o
criterria for
sellf-evaluation aand external peer review. It is configurablle and
allows for a trannscendent rolee assignment: teacher-reseaarcher,
ressponsible of a research struucture, educational institutioon and
university adminnistrator. Its reeporting system
m makes it poossible
to print documeents, graphs aand statistics on various sppecific
secctions: indexxed publicatioons, communnications, proojects,
pattents, etc. [27]].

Fig. 1.

V
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 Organize andd maintain uniified scientificc and technoloogical
registries to produce acccurate, reliablle and up-too-date
statistics in reeal time.
 Assist in thee overall mannagement of researchers inn the
institutions reesearch units aand their scienttific results.
 Consistently present
p
researcch units and thheir environmeent.
 Provide up-tto-date inform
mation on inndividual research
programs.
e
 National and international knowledge eexchange to enrich
the cultural annd professionaal experience oof researchers.
 Ensure interroperability bbetween natioonal science and
technology daatabases.
 It offers the opportunity to conduct and participaate in
a
includding project fuunding, by usinng the
institutional appeals,
information in the CV andd preventing thhe researcher from
resubmitting hhis CV in call forms and dattabases.

Fig. 2.

Gennerality of SIMareech
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Adm
ministrative processs

1) Administrative Processes
SIMarech iis supportingg research bby providingg and
maaintaining innnovative and iintegrated sysstems that sim
mplify
adm
ministrative prrocesses by (F
Figure 2):
 Reducing thee administrativve burden.
 Streamliningg and automatinng the administration of reseearch.
t
 Providing auuthorized indivviduals and syystems with timely
access to iinformation about propossals, rewardss and
compliance.

Fig. 3.

Uniiversity processess

2) University Process
SIMarech haas been designned to meet thhe specific neeeds of
universities and government by allowing to (Figure 3):

B. Object-Oriennted Methodoloogy (OOM)
OOM is a methodologgy for objeect-oriented (OO)
devvelopment andd graphical nottation to repreesent OO conccepts.
Witth this methoddology, a com
mputer system
m can be develloped
on a component bbasis that enabbles the efficieent reuse of exiisting
com
mponents and facilitates thee sharing of its componennts by
other systems. With
W the adoption of OOM, hhigher producttivity,
wer maintenancce costs and better
b
quality ccan be achieveed. In
low
other words, objeect modeling is based on thhe identificatioon of
objects in a systeem and their innterrelationshiips. Once donee, the
T
are manny OOMs useed to
system coding iss complete. There
devvelop OO systeems [28-30]. IIn this work, thhe object moddeling
techhnique (OMT)) is used becauuse OMT [29]] is one of the most
useed OO design methodologiees in the worrld. It includees the
folllowing steps:

a
increasee visibility, exchange and
 Promote and
communicatiion between scientists aand researcheers at
regional, natiional or internnational level.

1) System Analyysis
System analyysis is the firsst phase of ddevelopment inn the
case of OMT as in
i any other syystem developpment model. It
I is a

o the adminisstration to meeet the
 Improving thhe efficiency of
demands of a growing worrkload with lim
mited resourcees.
 Making the research steeering process timelier, eassier to
understand aand improving the efficiencyy of the surrouunding
processes.
p
more transparent byy reporting ressearch
 Making the process
status, inform
mation sharinng and easy integration off data
between univversity manageement systemss.

www.etasrr.com
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conncise and preccise abstractionn of what the ddesired system
m must
do, not how itt will be doone. It shouldd not containn any
mplementation details. The m
model objects must be application
im
domain concepts and not IT implementatioon concepts. IIn this
phase, the develooper interacts with the systeem user to knoow the
useer's needs annd analyzes the system to understand the
operation. In syystem developpment, analysiis is the proceess of
stuudying and deffining the probblem to be solvved [31, 32].
2) System Design
The designeer makes highh-level decisioons on the ooverall
m
of a sofftware
arcchitecture. It innvolves develooping an OO model
sysstem to implem
ment the identtified requirem
ments. The objeects in
an OO design arre related to tthe solution too the problem being
m design, thee target systeem is
sollved [33]. Inn the system
orgganized into various subsyystems basedd on both annalysis
stru
ructure and prooposed architeecture. If analyysis means deefining
thee problem, dessign is the process of defininng the solutionn. It is
a qquestion of deefining the waays in which tthe system saatisfies
thee requirementss identified durring the analyssis.
3) Object Desiggn
Object desiggn is the prrocess of deffining compoonents,
intterfaces, objeccts, classes, atttributes, and operations
o
thatt meet
thee requirementss. The designer creates a dessign model bassed on
thee analysis moddel but containning implemeentation detailss. The
objject of objectt design is thee data structuures and algorrithms
neeeded to implement each cyccle [32]. In laarge systems, ddesign
usuually occurs at two scalees: the architeectural designn, the
deffinition of thhe componennts from whiich the systeem is
com
mposed, and designing coomponents, deefining classees and
intterfaces withiin a componnent. The impportant conceept in
understanding O
OO developmeent is based on objects thhat are
groouped into classes.
4) Implementattion with Objeect-Oriented Prrogramming (OOP)
(
Class objectss and relationnships developped in the desiign of
thee object aree ultimately translated into a partticular
proogramming lannguage, databbase, or hardw
ware implemenntation
[322].
5) Testing
The completeed part of the system is testeed from a funcctional
point of view [34].
[
In otherr words, testiing is continuuously
ment process. T
This not only loocates
intterwoven into the developm
fauults early, it m
makes subsequuent phases less likely to create
new
w faults basedd on existing ones.
C. Object-Oriennted Analysis aand Design (O
OOAD) with a
Unified Moddeling Languagge (UML)
The perspecttive of OOAD
D was to avoiid the problem
m that
ficult to mainttain as
sysstems developp: they tend too be very diffi
thee system deveelops and requuirements chaange. The resuults of
thee OOAD phaases are captuured using a fformal syntaxx of a
moodeling languaage, producing an unambigguous model oof the
sysstem to be im
mplemented [[34, 35]. The Unified Moddeling
Laanguage (UML
L) was develooped to simplify and consoolidate
thee large numbeer of object-oriiented developpment methodds, and
thee Object Manaagement Groupp (OMG) adoppted it as a staandard
nottation. UML
L is suitable for modeliing, ranging from
www.etasrr.com
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enteerprise compuuting to distribbuted web appplications and even
reall-time embeddded systems [336].
D. System Archittecture Designn
The architectture of an innformation syystem definess that
system in terms of componennts and interacctions among those
mponents, from
m the viewpooint of speciffic aspects off that
com
system, and baseed on specificc structuring pprinciples [36,, 37].
Thiis architecturee will providde an overvieew of the ddesign
feattures and devvelopment of SIMarech. Thhe structure of
o the
plattform is organnized into threee layers that communicate with
eacch other (Figuure 4): A dataa managemennt layer: the sserver
witth a databasee system andd search enggine. A layerr for
mework and A
API used in syystem developm
ment.
inteerfacing: Fram
A laayer for servicces: SIMarechh platform.

F
Fig. 4.

SIMareech layer architecture

Advantages oof using symfo
fony [39] for tthe developmeent of
SIM
Marech:
 The symfonyy framework pprovides consiistency in the code
and saves tiime, since several develoopers managee the
SIMarech 3.00 platform at thhe same time.
 Thanks to the symfony fraamework we can hand oveer the
updated project to the unniversities, whhich allows uus to
mprove versionns of SIMarechh 3.x.
produce or im
 It guarantees the separatioon of the logiic of the view
ws by
using MVC models [38].. This is a ppractice that helps
keeping the coode clean while it facilitatess changes.
E. Results
The SIMarechh platform hass four spaces: teacher-researrcher,
respponsible of a research struccture, dean, unniversity presiident,
eacch with diffeerent access. The spaces of the SIMarech
plattform for eachh actor and their functional sstructure are:
1) Teacher-Reseearcher Space
Marech offerss an account for each teaacher-researcher of
SIM
Mooroccan univeersities (Figuure 5), whichh allows enttering
perrsonal
inforrmation,
sccientific
prroductions,
and
com
mmunication with other teacher-researrchers etc. Some
S
chaaracteristics off the teacher-reesearcher space are:
 Better visibiliity on each teaacher-researchher at national llevel,
university, insstitution, reseaarch structure.
 SIMarech enncourages the teacher-reseaarcher to sharre his
scientific activvities.
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 It encouragess managing annd sharing scieentific products.
 The teacher-rresearcher parrticipates in thhe enrichment of the
system base.
 It promotess interactionss with teaccher-researcherrs or
research structures.
 The teacher--researcher participates in the evaluation of
research activvities within a research struccture.
 It establishess exchanges off information, documentatioon and
scientific coooperation withh national andd foreign insttitutes,
centers and similar
s
research bodies.

V
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 Animate the partnership ppolicy: links with units, teeams,
moting
private or pubblic laboratoriees, with organnizations prom
research etc.
c) Coach teeams/researchhers
 Validate withh them the succcesses and enccountered obsttacles
and arbitrate on
o solutions too put in place.
 Individually aand collectively assess the performance
p
oof the
unit’s team and ensure the developm
ment of skillls of
researchers.
 Follow the buudget and scheedules.

 The teacher--researcher folllows and devvelops the acttivities
of a researchh unit he belonggs to.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.

Teacherr-researcher spacee [40]

2) Space Respoonsible of a Reesearch Structuure
SIMarech offfers an accoount for the hhead of a ressearch
ructure within an institutionn (Figure 6), w
who is definedd as a
stru
pillot and validattes the researcch work of hiss structure, takkes an
acttive part in alll the researchh work. It thenn occupies a m
mixed
rolle between hiss responsibilitiies of structure and his worrk as a
ressearcher. SIMarech allows for the responnsible of a ressearch
stru
ructure to:
a) Define research priorrities
 Propose andd set up the annual and multi-year
m
ressearch
work, in connection
c
w
with the studdies, researchh and
developmentt department.
 Analyze the costs, budgetss and schedulees necessary ffor the
successful acchievement of the research oobjectives.

Sppace for the responnsible of a researcch structure [40]

3) Dean's space
SIMarech offfers an accoount for all the deans off the
estaablishments (Figure 7), w
which is definned like pilott and
valiidates the ressearch of all the researchh structures oof his
estaablishment andd takes an active part in thee research worrks. It
occcupies a mixedd role betweenn his institutioonal responsibiilities
andd his work as a researcher. SIMarech allow
ws the dean:
 To provide general com
mmunication and inform
mation
exchange bettween an insttitution and tthe Universityy and
more specifically the com
mmunication of the workk and
decisions of thhe research unnits.
 To validate thhe need for meeans/resources.
 To administerr the institutionn's daily budget.
 To prepare buudget forecastss.
 To download the annual repport of instituttion activities.

 Identify possible improveements in ressearch processses to
optimize strructure perforrmance. Trannslate improvement
goals into ressearch program
ms.
 Write and/orr validate andd print the filees needed to oobtain
funding.
 Exchange infformation reguularly with ressearchers.
b) Managee internal annd external ccommunicatioon on
woorks of the struucture
 Validate the different scienntific publicatiions of researcchers.
 Participate inn scientific eveents: congresses, symposia, round
tables, think tanks etc.
 Respond to iinternal and eexternal solicittations on the work
of the struccture: balancee sheets withh the institution or
university, m
meetings with oother services etc.
www.etasrr.com

Fig. 7.

Dean's space [40]

4) Administratorr Space
SIMarech offfers an accouunt for each president of each
C
university (Figurre 8) who is ddefined as thee university's CEO,
enssures the opperational maanagement oof the univeersity,
suppervises instittutions, reseaarch units, tteacher-researcchers,
mannages and vvalidates the works of reesearch of alll the
insttitutions of thhe university and takes an active part inn the
reseearch work. The
T CEO occuupies a mixedd role between the
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preesidency of hiis university aand his work aas a researcherr. The
spaace allows thee CEO to meeet the needs off institutions, create
andd manage sttructures and evaluate the research of
o the
university. SIMaarech allows thhe CEO:
 To check, veerify, validate aand accredit innformation etcc.
 To ensure tthe proper fuunctioning of existing unitts and
research andd experimental centers and propose
p
the creation
or the supppression of a unit, in accordance witth the
university's sscientific policcy.

V
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[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

 To publicize and publish thhe teaching annd research ressults.

[7]

 To develop the dissemiination of alll informationn and
t promote thhe reputationn of the univversity
documents to
nationally annd internationaally.

[8]

 To manage thhe income andd the expenses of the Univerrsity.

[9]
[10]]

[11]]

[12]]
[13]]
Fig. 8.

IV.

Admiinistrator’s space [40]
[14]]

CO
ONCLUSION

The researchh managemennt in Moroccoo has been laargely
bennefited by thee developmentt of SIMarechh which refleccts the
ressults of the ressearch generatted in Morocccan universitiees and
ressearch centerss. SIMarech iss an excellent collaborative tool
thaat keeps trackk of all activitties over timee, to release oon one
hannd dashboardss and statisticss reflecting thee situation at a given
mooment and onn the other too also charactterize the trennds of
devvelopments annd directions taken over tim
me, to evaluaate the
ressearch perform
mance and m
monitoring of academic ressearch
units as well ass to build a ddynamic visioon of a univerrsity’s
ressearch activitiees. However, it was above all the interesst and
effforts of the managers,
m
reseaarchers and evvaluators who, with
theeir daily work,, made SIMareech a powerfull tool, a reference in
thee current know
wledge system
m and, in thee end, a pioneeer of
expperience in Moorocco.
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